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Establish your horizon
Your creative vision knows no limits. Where others end, you 
continue to the next horizon. Your production technology 
needsto keep up with you.

New Vegas™ Pro 8 software delivers the ultimate all-in-one video 
and audio production environment for creative visionaries like 
you. Its unique, progressive approach to video production, 
unrivaled audio control and powerful DVD authoring tools set 
it apart from other non-linear editors. Having established the 
benchmark for speed and ease of use, this new version moves 
the bar higher with additional features that offer increased 
power, functionality, and creative potential.

Now with ProType Titling Technology, multicamera editing, a 
comprehensive channel-based audio mixing console, Blu-ray 
Disc™ burning, and superior 32-bit fl oat engine processing – in 
addition to its robust support for HDV, XDCAM™, 5.1 surround 
encoding, and 3D compositing – Vegas Pro 8 offers an unlimited 
array of opportunities to reach your production goals.

It’s more than audio, more than video, more than media. 
It’s your vision, a notch above the rest. Reach that 
new horizon with the power of Vegas Pro 8.

Learn more at 
www.sonycreativesoftware.com/vegash
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Three companies to watch closely:

Catch their latest work on the bonus disk in this issue.



The ultimate STASH bundle  
includes the brand-new SIXPACK 7
SIXPACK 7 includes:

- More than 180 outstanding animation, VFX and motion design projects 
- Behind the scenes extras 
- Hi-res PDF files of the 40-page companion books for all six disks 
+ BONUS films and BONUS MP3 tracks

Sixpacks are limited edition collections -  
get yourself to www.stashmedia.tv/promo and order today.

63 hours of inspiration jammed onto 43 DVDs.

SAVe $150 PluS geT Free worldwIde SHIPPIng wHen you grAB All 7 SIXPACKS
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Technique has a bad name. The word is most often delivered with a 
condescending sneer by creative types; the implication is they are above 
such crutch-like devices and are only interested in the underlying narrative 
problem of any project and finding a fresh solution. 

And they should be. So I thought.

There are several reasons technique has fallen on hard times. First, the 
word itself is derived from the Greek technikos meaning technical. And the 
American Heritage Dictionary includes this definition: “The way in which 
the fundamentals, as of an artistic work, are handled.” Unfortunately most 
people on the creative side (including myself) picture themselves perched 
high above the technical or fundamental.

Second, as the tools of creation become more and more accessible and 
easier to use, the only way self-respecting directors, artists and designers 
can separate themselves from the crowd is by going creatively where no 
one has gone before, conquering new conceptual frontiers.

And so they should. So I thought.

Then, I attended a preview screening of “The Tracey Fragments”, Bruce 
McDonald’s new feature starring Ellen Page. Virtually every foot of the 
80-minute film is broken up into panels – often dozens of them moving, 
flashing, dissolving – turning the bleak story into a kind of running Cubist 
collage.  on paper this sounds tiresome and unwatchable. Two minutes in 
I was hoping it would all end with the head credits. But the sliding, shifting 
mesmerizing frames kept coming and about half way through I began to 
think how boring a straight-cut film would seem in comparison.

The tiny film took only 14 days to shoot but kept three editors busy for six 
months. In their hands – and with McDonald’s guidance – a mundane and 
often cheese-ball video technique was not only layered onto the film but 
kneaded directly into the story and ultimately enhanced it. 

My snobbery about all things technical and fundamental has been hovering 
several notches lower ever since. 

 
Stephen Price, editor 
New York, June 2008 
sp@stashmedia.tv
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Agency: 
BArTle Bogle HegArTy 

director:
PAul HunTer

Production:
PreTTy BIrd

Post:
THe MIll
www.the-mill.com

the stunning centerpiece of a £4 
million multi-platform campaign 
for audi uK designed to both 
launch the 10 cylinder rS 6 avant 
and affirm Audi as a performance 
brand of vehicle. the troupe of 
gymnasts was shot in budapest by 
La-based director paul hunter and 
assembled into this mesmerizing 
minute by the Mill in London using 
Flame, Shake and Maya.

For Bartle Bogle Hegarty 
Cd: nick Kidney, Kevin Stark
Creative team: toby allen,  
Jim hilson
planner: rachel hatton
producer: olly Chapman

For Pretty Bird
director: paul hunter
producer: Kertin emhoff
dop: alex barber 

For The Mill
producers: darren o’Kelly,  
harry Jones
telecine: Mick Vincent
Lead Flame/VFX super:  
Yourick Van impe

Flame assist: Gareth parr,  
andy bate, adam Lambert
Shake: han ter park
previz team: rob Van den bragt, 
Fabrice Le nezet, Jules Januad, 
Francois roisin

Toolkit
Flame, Shake, Maya, baselight

AUDI “RS6 GYMNASTS”
TVC and cinema :60
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KOHlER “KARBON”
Corporate video

Agency:
MeTA deSIgn

Production:
logAn

design/VFX:
logAn
www.hellologan.com

the striking Karbon articulating 
faucet gets a sumptuous full-CG 
treatment from the Logan team in 
this brand video that, according to 
Logan Cd alexei tylevich, steers 
wide of “the usual trappings of 
product presentation to visualize 
the inner beauty of the object.” 
Schedule: six weeks.

For Kohler
CD: Tristan Butterfield

For Meta design
Cd/copy: brett Wickens
design director: Jeremy Mattews
pM: Kim appelquist
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For logan
Cd: alexei tylevich
ep: Kevin Shapiro
ad: Marco ammannati
editor: Volkert besseling
Flame: brandon Sanders
Music: Michael Kadelbach
ap: tina Chiang
VFX: Vincent Wauters,  
benoit Vincent, Julien brami, 
Stephan Kosinski, Mat rotman, 
Joshua Cortopassi

Toolkit
Maya, nuke, Flame



ABSOlUT “DISSECTION”
TVC

Agency:
TBwA\CHIAT\dAy

directors:
MArCo SPIer, CHrIS STAVeS, 
MATe STeInForTH

Production:
PSyoP

VFX:
MASSMArKeT
www.massmarket.tv

“We knew that all of the glass 
pieces would be created in 
CG, but in order to achieve the 
suspended vodka, we wanted to 
photograph as much as we could 
with real liquid. to capture this, 
we used a water balloon, with 
roughly the same proportions 
as the main body of the absolut 
bottle, and pierced it with a blow 
dart. We filmed this at 8,000 
fps. this allowed us to capture 
the milliseconds between when 
the balloon peels away from the 
water and when the water starts 
collapsing. When the film is 
slowed down this much, the water 
maintains the shape of the balloon 
for several seconds before slowly 
collapsing on itself. eighty percent 
of the liquid in the final spot is live 
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action. Coming back from the 
shoot, we started creating all of 
the glass elements in CG, which 
was very challenging because 
there were so many pieces, which 
all reflect and refract. Our bottle 
had three layers of pieces all 
interlocking in three dimensions. 
to be able to render those scenes, 
we ordered 10 new 64-bit, 16Gb 
raM render boxes.”

watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.

For TBwA/Chiat/day
Worldwide Cd: rob Smiley
Cd: Lew Willig
Copy: Meghan Simons
ad: Megan Williams
producer: Jamie Grady

For Psyop
directors: Marco Spier,  
Chris Staves, Mate Steinforth
designer: Mate Steinforth
dop: Martin ahlgren
ep: Lucia Grillo
producer: nathan Jew
assistant producer:  
tarun Charaipotra
Live action producer:  
paul Middlemiss

For MassMarket
VFX ep: Justin Lane
td: Jacob Slutsky
Lead Flame: nick tanner
Flame: Chris Staves, theo Maniatis
pre-vis: damon Ciarelli
editor: Cass Vanini
XSi: dave barosin, Jan bitzer, 
andrea Gebhardt, Jae ham, 
bashir hamid, andy hara, Florian 
Witzel, Miguel Salek, boris ustaev, 
Jason Vega, Lee Wolland
roto: Leslie Chung, david Marte, 
Joon park

Toolkit
XSi, Flame



MITSuBISHI eClIPSe  
“ROBOT FACTORY”
TVC :30

Agency:
BBdo ToronTo   

director:
ARON HJARTARSON

Production:
THe MIll ny

Animation:
THe MIll ny
www.the-mill.com

aron hjartarson, head of 3d 
at the Mill nY moves into the 
director’s chair with this all-CG 
:30 for Mitsubishi out of bbdo 
toronto. after shooting reference 
stills, assembly-line robot footage, 
and hdr panoramas in the illinois 
factory where the eclipse models 
are manufactured, hjartarson 
built a 3d mock of the athletic 
CG robots that became part of 
the initial design brief shared with 
uK pre-vis specialists painting 
practice Ltd. Schedule: 10 weeks. 

 

For BBdo Toronto
Cd: Carlos Moreno, peter ignazi
ad: Jaimes Zentil
Writer: Craig Mcintosh
producer: terry Kavanagh
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For The Mill ny
director: aron hjartarson
CG producer: Camila de biaggi
Sr VFX producer: Victoria Kendall 
ep: Corina dennison
producer: JoJo Scheerer
pre-vis/development: aron 
hjartarson, peter Marin, Joshua 
Merck, adam robinson
CG lead animator: Joshua Merck
CG lead character modeler:  
Jong Jun Choi
CG lead lighter & renderer:  
andrew proctor
Lead compositor: peter Marin
CG enviros: emily Meger,  
Keith Kim
Compositors: andrew proctor,  
ben Smith, peter Marin
CG: Kevin ives, Vincent baertsoen, 
tomas Fontes, Salles, Yorie 
Kumalasari, Wyatt Savarese, 
douglas Luka, naotaka Minami
Lead Flame: alex Lovejoy
Support: Geoffrey Feinberg

For Painting Practice ltd 
production design: Joel Collins, 
daniel May

For The whitehouse
editor: adam robinson
pre-vis: painting practices
Music and sound design: Sound 
Lounge

Toolkit
XSi, mental ray, Shake, Flame



SONY “TUMBlE”
TVC

Agency:
180lA

director:
Andrew douglAS

Production company:
AnonyMouS ConTenT

VFX/post:
THe MIll
www.the-mill.com

All three of The Mill offices 
(London, La and new York) 
ganged up for two months to 
creatively demolish these nine 
different Sony products for 
anonymous Content director 
andrew douglas and agency 
180La. the nine-day shoot 
included four days on the side 
of a mountain, complete with 
climbers, snowcats, snowmobiles, 
a helicopter and a techno 
crane hauled up the side of the 
mountain. all of which required 
trundling 20 tons of equipment and 
60+ crew members up from Los 
angeles.

For Sony
Sr Vp: Stuart redsun  
brand Md: alberto escobedo 
Sr manager/marketing group: 
Kevin berman

For 180lA 
Managing partner: peter Cline  
eCd: William Gelner 
Cds: tyler hampton, Gavin Milner  
ad: Lindsey aqurno  
Copy: Jordan Chouteau 
Sr producer: Colleen Wellman 

For Anonymous Content
director: andrew douglas  
ep: andy traines
hop: Sue-ellen Clair 
producer: paul ure

For Rock Paper Scissors
editor: adam pertofsky   
ep: Vicky tripp

For The Mill, lA, ny, london
producer: Gabrielle Gourrier  
CG supervisor: Jaime o’hara

Toolkit 
XSi, Flame
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HäAGEN-DAzS “OPERA”
Viral

Agency:
goodBy, SIlVerSTeIn & 
PArTnerS

directors:
CedrIC nIColAS-TroyAn, 
lAurenT ledru

Production:
PSyoP

Animation:
PSyoP
www.psyop.tv

The first spot out of the new 
psyop La studio is a call from 
häagen-dazs to help save 
honeybees which have been 
vanishing mysteriously across 
north america. psyop co-directors 
Cedric nicolas troyan and Laurent 
Ledru: “‘Opera’ was filmed on 
a stage in Los angeles to give 
the film a slightly theatrical and 
staged look. We wanted it to be 
stylized but still maintain a level 
of photorealism in the look and 
integration of the CG bee and CG 
Flower. because the spot was set 
to opera, we also wanted to give 
the hero characters details that 
served as a nod to the opulent and 
baroque qualities of opera.”
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For goodby, Silverstein & 
Partners
Co-Chairman/Cd: Jeff Goodby 
Group Cds: Margaret Johnson, 
Jim elliot 
Writer: Matt rivitz 
ad: tyler Magnusson 
ep: hilary bradley  

For Psyop
directors: Cedric nicolas-troyan, 
Laurent Ledru
eps: Lucia Grillo, neysa horsburgh
producer: Michael neithardt
Live action producer: Michael 
Schlenker
assistant producer: Kay Chen
project lead: andreas berner
CG: henning Koczy, Kitty Lin,  
iggy ayestaran Llovet,  
anthony patti, Jonah Friedman, 
pete hamilton, Jed Mitchell
Flame: nick tanner, Sarah eim

For Q department
Composer: drazen bosnjak 
ep: Zack rice 
producer: Kelly Fulton

Toolkit
Flame, XSi



NOKIA “GET OUT AND PlAY”
Viral

Agency:
FArFAr

director: 
oSKAr Bård

Production: 
HoBBy FIlM

Animation/VFX:
HoBBy FIlM
www.hobbyfilm.com

ambitious stop-motion piece 
from Swedish digital masterminds 
Farfar and hobby Film for nokia’s 
n-Gage System. one thousand 
and thirty-four extremely patient 
people (with apparently very little 
to do) took part in the creation of 
this epic-scaled game of Snake 
in downtown Lisbon. inspired by 
homemade stop motion films on 
Youtube, director oskar bård of 
Hobby Film finished the shoot 
in six days, “each scene took 
between one and three hours to 
shoot and some mornings were 
freezing cold so we had to run 
back and forth with blankets to 
keep the actors warm. unlike 
classic films there was no time to 
make additional takes or re-do 
it. So we had to get it reasonably 
right from the beginning.” 
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For Hobby Film
director: oskar bård

Toolkit
Flash, photoshop, after effects, 
illustrator

watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.



VIrgIn 17
Broadcast design

Commissioning company:
lArgArdere InTerACTIVe

director:
SeBASTIen CAnnone

Animation/VFX:
VIew
www.view.fr

this centerpiece of a full network 
redesign for europe 3 tV’s 
urban-oriented Virgin 17 music 
channel won gold for best on-air 
ident at the promax bda 2008 
awards in barcelona. parisian 
animation and VFX studio View 
say they knew they were incapable 
of delivering a regular broadcast 
package but had to reign in 
their concepts to make sure the 
campaign of 37 ids actually held 
together thematically. the result is 
a surreal world where fibrous and 
mechanical elements spring forth 
from anything and everything in 
ever more erratic and spontaneous 
ways. Schedule: three months.
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For Virgin 17
ad: antoine nougaret

For View 
Cds: Christophe Valdéjo, 
Sebastien Cannone  
director: Sebastien Cannone 
pM: Sylvain Sauger

Toolkit
Maya, after effects, Combustion



NIKE/MTV: “PlUSIRUN”
Branded film

Agency:
w+K ny, MTV

director:
AleX wITTHolz

Production:
HelIoS deSIgn lABS

Animation:
HelIoS deSIgn lABS
www.heliozilla.com 

MtV Canada on-air personality 
dan Levy trips through downtown 
toronto in his nikes. helios 
director alex Wittholz: “We 
explored the concept of a ‘runner’s 
high’ – the moment where your 
body releases large amounts of 
endorphins to counteract pain 
and exhaustion – it seemed like 
the perfect metaphor to explain 
the transition from live action to 
animation and allowed us to push 
the visuals into a hallucinogenic 
and surreal direction. the project 
was shot on a Canon hV20 with 
a steadycam rig in one day. it was 
edited in FCp overnight and each 
scene was printed out. the 1,200 
images were traced onto plain 
office paper and scanned back 
in as a backup. We then used the 
cheapest materials available to 
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color the original tracings: kid’s 
watercolor sets, crayons, chalk, 
grease pencil, nail polish, dollar 
store markers. Some scenes 
were distributed out of sequence 
to different animators with 
instructions to color them as they 
wished. We were constantly telling 
people to be rougher and more 
careless.” Schedule: three weeks 
(cut from the original six).

For Helios design labs
director/edit: alex Wittholz
dp: eric Fenato
animators: Felix Wittholz,  
Matt brushett, Setareh Shamdani, 
Marc pannozzo, Josh Gorle
Music: Grand pM

Toolkit
after effects, photoshop



BBC4 “MEDIEVAl MIND TRIP”
TVC : 40

Client: 
BBC neTworKS

directors:
JAMES PRICE

Production:
TrAnSISTor STudIoS
STrAnge BeAST
www.transistorstudios.com 
www.strangebeast.tv

For his fifth appearance in Stash 
dVd Magazine, James price, 
the new York based transistor 
Studios director/designer (repped 
by Strange beast in the uK) has 
conjured a magical showcase of 
masters and minions straight from 
the Middle ages in this new promo 
for bbC4’s medieval themed 
programming block. Influences 
taken from the niche demographic 
of people who reread arthurian 
literature, admire old terry Gilliam 
Monty python animations and love 
to remix Jimi hendrix favorites on 
their lute. 
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For Strange Beast
director: James price
ep:  nicola Finn
producer: Kayt hall 

For Transistor Studios
Cd: James price 
ad: Jamie rockaway 
producer: Gabriel Marquez 
ep: damon Meena
hop: andrea Sertz
designers: bryan Louie,  
Steve Kelleher, dave Cook
animators: adam Stockett, Lu Liu, 
aaron baker, Greg Chen, Keng 
Meng, Joey park, Joe Vaccarino

Toolkit
after effects, photoshop



MSN “MSNVA”
Viral

Agency:
orB-IT

director:
TAnge FIlMS
MASHCoMIX

Animation:
TAnge FIlMS
MASHCoMIX
www.tangefilms.jp 
www.mashcomix.com

to get the word out online 
about the MSn Video awards, 
tokyo studios tange Films and 
mashcomix rummage through 
Japanese culture then launch 
an all-out assault on your optic 
nerves. producer Seiji Morishita: 
“tange Films believes that in 
various elements of manga, music, 
fashion, street art, etc., a global 
mix of sublimated graphics will 
be born. tange is a team which 
attempts to mix styles for this kind 
of visual impact. our goal is to 
reach a global audience through 
visuals which convey emotion 
which reverberates within the 
viewer.”

Toolkit
photoshop, illustrator, XSi,  
after effects, 
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MTV “TRANSISTOR”
Broadcast design

Client: 
MTV denMArK

director: 
Todd Angelo

Production: 
THAnK you

Animation: 
THAnK you
www.thankyou.dk

For MtV denmark’s new transistor 
programming block for kids, 
thank You Motion Graphics out of 
Copenhagen created a collection 
of stop-motion idents out of 
thousands of tiny plastic beads. 
the hand-animated production 
was originally to include CG 
elements which were scrapped 
in favor of keeping the lo-fi after-
school arts and crafts quality of 
stop-motion animation. thank You 
director todd angelo, the one-man 
creative workhorse that filled the 
roles of animator and editor on the 
project, admits “it was a lot of fun 
and a lot of hard work. because 
of the painstaking animation 
process, production took about 
two months.”

watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.
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For Thank You
director/animator/editor:  
todd angelo 
Music: Kungen and hertigen

Toolkit
after effects, aperture



AMerICAn glAdIATorS 
“GIANTS”
TVC :30

Agency:
THe nBC AgenCy

director:
KendAll BowlIn

Production:
MoVIng PArTS

Post/VFX:
nBC MAgIC rooM

director Kendall bowlin says 
this spot heralding the return of 
nbC’s “american Gladiators” 
was an epic battle in itself. the 
all-digital project was the first of 
its kind for nbC, and after two 
days of shooting gladiators and 
contestants at up to 1,000 fps with 
the phantom hd camera, nbC 
Magic room (the broadcaster’s 
in-house post facility) were faced 
with 1.73 TB of raw .cine files and 
scrambled to build a pipeline to 
deal with converting them for 
Flame and inferno. Stock motion 
plates and stills augmented with 
CG were used to create the 
environments. total timeline: two 
days of shooting and 2.5 weeks 
of post. 
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For The nBC Agency
president/CMo: John Miller
eVp on-air advertising:  
Jim Vescera
SVp on-air advertising: J.d. Currey
Vp alternative promotion: 
Sampson Williams
Vp special projects:  
dean McFlicker 

For Moving Parts, Inc
director: Kendall bowlin
ep: Matt Van buren
dp: James belkin
effects specialist:  
Mark Weingartner

For nBC Magic room
Vp: brad Gensurowsky
Cd: Kendall bowlin
editor: Gus Vouniozos
Flame/supers: Clyde beamer,  
tim norman
Flame: alan Latteri, deane boeka, 
andy dill
3d: Jake Vouniozos, Joe Laffey
designer: Charles beckman
director of production:  
Kari St. Clair
Sound: efren herrera
engineer: Mike Chizzo

Toolkit
Flame, inferno, after effects, 
Cinema 4d, Maya, Final Cut,  
Glue tools, tether 
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eSPnewS Hd
Broadcast design (montage)

Client: 
eSPn

director: 
TrollBäCK + CoMPAny

design/animation: 
TrollBäCK + CoMPAny
www.trollback.com 

eSpneWS hd launched on March 
30, 2008, with this graphic identity 
created by nY studio trollbäck + 
Company. the package presents 
the eSpneWS logo as a futuristic 
mainframe in a constant state 
of flux, acquiring and emitting 
information. “Varied pacing of 
the motion highlights the athletic 
range within sports and brings 
an emotional connection to the 
design,” explains Joe Wright, 
Cd of trollbäck + Company. 
“explosive and powerful elements 
are balanced by moments 
of composure and focus – a 
quarterback choosing between 
plays, a batter at the plate 
visualizing the hit zones.”

For eSPn
Vp creative services: rick paiva
Cd: david Saphirstein
Sr ad: Wayne elliott
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For Trollbäck + Company
Cds: Jakob trollbäck, Joe Wright
assistant Cd: Matthew tragesser
designers: tetsuro Mise,  
tolga Yildiz, paul Schlacter,  
Lloyd alvarez, dan degloria
animators: Lloyd alvarez, dan 
degloria, Lu Liu, Fu-Chun Chu
producer: danielle amaral
ep: Marisa Fiechter



how that moment of realization, 
the explosion of understanding, 
changes your path.

“From there we took a page from 
reM’s approach to writing and 
recording the new record. We 
wanted to take the punk aesthetic 
and represent it for 2008. We 
wanted to see the hollow Man 
as a person (or in our case three 
people), as a digital avatar. We 
wanted the lyrics to stand out 
front, plain and confronting  
without losing their layers of 
meaning. We felt that the moment 
of understanding needed to feel 
like an explosion, and that dictated 
the rush of images, punctuated 
by moments of clarity (the falling 
man).

“the creative process was liquid 
and constantly changing – we 
were adding and subtracting until 
sometime around lunchtime on 
the day the video shipped. We 
started out feeling like typography 
was going to be the main device, 
then felt a hand-animated section 
would give it the humanity the 
words needed, then as we 
explored, thought a live action 
representation would connect all 
the elements. 

“We used every toy in the building, 
shot footage in our producer’s 

 
apartment, in our grubby stairwell 
– just generally got back to a place 
where all creative people start and 
then slowly get away from, to try to 
make pictures work like music.”

For Crush Inc.
directors: Gary thomas,  
Stefan Woronko
ep: Jo-ann Cook
producer: Stephanie pennington 

watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.

R.E.M. “HOllOw MAN”
Music video

record label:
wArner BroS.

directors:
gAry THoMAS,  
STeFAn woronKo

Production:
CruSH InC.

Animation:
CruSH InC.
www.crushinc.com

Gary thomas, Md/Cd Crush, 
Toronto: “We first spoke to Michael 
(Stipe) at the end of February 2008 
after he heard about us through 
the work we did last year for doug 
Coupland’s new book the Gum 
thief. he wanted a video that was 
frantic and dense and not overly 
polished or fretted over. Michael 
has great instincts about what 
visuals are right for the song,  
but really allowed us to run with 
the clip.

“the meaning behind the lyrics 
really struck a chord with us. 
We all fear losing who we are or 
getting so far down a path, either 
in career or personally, that we 
can’t get back. We wanted to build 
on that as our theme: the idea 
and universality of isolation; to see 
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HoT CHIP  
“ONE PURE THOUGHT”
Music video

record label:
eMI

directors:
BeVIS MArTIn,  
CHArlIe youle

Animation:
TrunK AnIMATIon
www.trunk.me.uk

according to richard barnett, 
producer at London’s trunk 
animation, uK electro-pop group 
hot Chip wanted their latest video 
to have a “lo-fi and a handmade 
quality to it”. With a production 
timeline of 12 straight days, 
design, experimentation and 
compositing were all happening at 
once. barnett admits that although 
“the project was technically 
simple, the crunch really came 
down to people managing their 
own work loads,” proving that 
“good compositors are literally 
worth their weight in saffron”! 
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For Trunk Animation
producer: richard barnett
directors: bevis Martin,  
Charlie Youle
Compositor: alasdair brotheston, 
John taylor, rob Ward
animators: aaron Lampert,  
nick brooks

Toolkit
after effects, Flash, photoshop



“MAxHAUS”
Cinema, TVC 

Client:
MAXHAuS

director:
MArCelo gArCIA

Agency:
w/BrASIl

design/animation/compositing:
MolHo
www.molho.tv

the striking and enigmatic two-
minute centerpiece of a multi-
media campaign running across 
brazil and online developed by 
W/brasil and Sao paulo studio 
Molho for a company building 
modular custom lofts. Marcelo 
altino Garcia, Molho Cd: “usually, 
in animation, a technique or a 
world is created; then within that 
realm, one develops the story/
script. in this case, the agency 
wanted different looks and feels 
throughout the piece so the main 
challenge was to invite the viewer 
into these ideas and aesthetics 
that are very contrasting from 
one another. the piece evokes a 
feeling of constantly introducing 
something new and wishing to 
know more about those places.” 
Schedule: five weeks.
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For Molho
ad: Guime
director: Marcelo altino Garcia
Cd: Marcelo altino Garcia
audio: Waldo danuzzo

Toolkit
after effects, photoshop, 
illustrator, trapcode, Maya



“STORIES FROM THE 
NEIGHBOURHOOD”
Self-promotion

director:
JON HUMPHREYS

Production:
THe neIgHBourHood

Animation:
THe neIgHBourHood
www.the-neighbourhood.com 

to help launch their new 
website, Manchester studio the 
neighbourhood had some fun 
with the first of what they hope 
will become a series of chapters 
in their self-promo story book.  
director Jon humphreys: “as 
a relatively new studio, the film 
is designed to promote us as 
a company, put us on the map 
and allow us to develop ideas 
that fall outside of regular client 
work – hopefully firing people’s 
imagination along the way. in 
creating a storybook world we had 
a million ideas about characters 
and scenarios that could have 
been developed further but the 
hard part is selecting the best 
ideas to resolve into the finished 
film.” A stereoscopic 3D version of 
the film is now in development. 

watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.
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For The neighbourhood
director/designer: Jon humphreys 
animation: tim Woods
rigger: tim Woods
additional modeling/animation: 
Stuart dearnaley

Toolkit
illustrator, photoshop, 3ds Max, 
after effects, premiere



For Pro Production
director: iwo Zaniewski
dop: Marek Sanak
Set decoration: Jeremi brodnicki

For Platige Image 
CG Lead: Maciek Jackiewicz, 
Jarosław Sawko
producer: agnieszka Furmaniak
3D: Marcin Stępien, Rafał Sadowy, 
Michał Skrzypiec, Marcin Filipek, 
Arek Jurcan, Łukasz Sobisz,  
Kamil pohl
2D: Michał Dziekan,  
Marek Okoę, Rafał Wojtunik, 
Krzysztof Kamrowski

Toolkit
after effects, Final Cut, 3ds Max, 
avid nitris, photoshop, realFlow

KUJAwSKI
TVC :45

Client:
zT KruSzwICA S.A.

Agency:
Pzl

director:
Iwo zAnIewSKI

Production:
Pro ProduCTIon

VFX:
PlATIge IMAge
www.platige.com

Warsaw’s platige image carries us 
off into into CG vision of agrarian 
utopia complete with golden 
fields, gargantuan antique farm 
equipment and what producer 
Marcin Kobylecki calls, “charming 
country girls dressed in quasi-
ethnic polish clothes.” Kobylecki 
says the creative challenge was, 
“finding the balance between 
unappetizing machines and the 
desired ‘rustic’ feeling. We wanted 
to avoid a dirty ‘steam punk’ 
look, and make the interiors and 
machines rich in detail and at the 
same time unsophisticated and 
funny.”
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MICroSoFT zune  
“PIECE OF ME, PIECE OF YOU”
Viral

Agency:
72ANDSUNNY

director:
THree legged legS

Production:
green doT FIlMS

Animation: 
THree legged legS
www.threeleggedlegs.com

three Legged Legs: “We’ve been 
trying to do something puppet-
driven for a long time. When 
72andSunny approached us to 
concept a film for Zune Arts we 
were all like “oh snap! Shit son! 
So tight!” but we didn’t want them 
to think we wanted it that bad, so 
on the phone we were like “... uh...
yeah. Zune arts, huh. Sounds 
cool.” then we got to work.

“the three of us sat down and 
brainstormed like little maniacs. 
We settled on a couple of ideas we 
fleshed out a bit more and shared 
with the agency. they really took to 
one idea in particular (the zombies 
bit). On our first call, they had a 
couple of great ideas that brought 
a little more depth to the story, 
which we loved. We incorporated 
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those thoughts and produced the 
final script.

“We’re always trying to expand 
our little circle of working buddies, 
so we hit up a couple of people 
whose work we really dug – 
character designer andrew hem 
and puppet maker adam parker 
Smith. We referenced their work 
in our pitch, and figured who 
better to go to than the artists 
themselves.”

watch Behind the Scenes on 
the dVd.

For 72andSunny
Cd: bryan rowles 
Copy: Charlie Stephenson
producer: elisa orsburn

For green dot Films
director: three Legged Legs
Md: rick Fishbein
eps: darran Foldes, rich pring
Line producer: Stephen Steiner
dop: brengt Jonsson
Character designer: andrew hem
puppet maker: adam parker Smith
puppet wardrobe: Caroline Salas
puppet choreographer:  
Kristin Zipfel
Shoot puppeteers: eli presser, 
Jessie Kingsley, Catherine 
Strecker, brandy Whiseant,  
rob hummel

 
For Three legged legs
Cds: Greg Gunn, Casey hunt, 
reza rasoli
post producer: Mary ann Cabrera
editor: Jason painter
Compositor: tyler nathan
post intern: Jason han
additional rotoscoping: rotoFarm
digital transfer: plaster City digital

Sound design: Stimmung
Mix: Mark Meyuhas/Lime Studios

Toolkit
after effects



SPRINT (NExTEl) “IREDEll”, 
“KATRINA”
Virals :90 x 2

Agency:
goodBy, SIlVerSTeIn & 
PArTnerS

director:
SuPerFAd

Animation:
SuPerFAd
www.superfad.com

Two of four web films running on 
the sprint/nextel site designed 
to demonstrate the benefits of 
the Sprint nextel direct Connect 
system. Superfad ad Kevin Lau 
reveals the challenge was to keep 
the mood and tone of the case 
studies balanced: “they had to 
have the right tech/info feel but 
also be story driven to maintain 
their personal feel and keep 
the viewer engaged enough to 
watch the whole thing. the spots 
needed to be entertaining but also 
maintain a level of seriousness so 
as to not undermine the weight 
of the topic, i.e. Katrina disaster 
relief.” Schedule: six weeks. 
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For goodby, Silverstein & 
Partners  
Co-chairman/Cd:  rich Silverstein
Cds: Christian haas,  
Franklin tipton
Group/assoc. Cd:  
paul Stechschulte
ads: rudi anggono,  
Shane Fleming
Copy: Will elliott, Larry Corwin
ep: Josh reynolds
producer: rob Sondik

For Superfad
ep: Kevin batten
producer: danielle hazan
Cd: Justin Leibow
Sr ad: Kevin Lau
ad: Will Johnson
designers/animators: Kevin Lau, 
Will Johnson, dylan Spears, andy 
Kim, Glen Suhy, ian Mankowski, 
ergin Kuke
Compositor: Claudia Yi Leon

For Human
Music producer: dan pritikin 

For gSP Post
Sound designer: amber tisue

Toolkit
Maya, after effects, photoshop, 
illustrator



CellulAr SouTH  
“TAYlORS wORlD”
TVC :30

Agency:
MArTIn wIllIAMS

director:
roB Feng. ludoVIC 
SCHorno 

Animation:
BrAnd new SCHool
www.brandnewschool.com

bnS directors rob Feng, Ludovic 
Schorno: “the initial brief was 
extremely wide open but the main 
directive was to visualize a user’s 
world within his cell phone. exactly 
what that world was changed quite 
a bit throughout the process.

“the schedule was by far the 
biggest challenge. From start 
to finish, there was only five 
weeks, and the post end of it was 
less than two. because of how 
open the brief was, the project 
was an exercise in restraint. i 
think the natural reaction is to 
cram as much as you can into a 
frame, but is that really the best 
solution? that approach runs 
the risk of technique and design 
overpowering the spot and it was 
our intention to try and find the 
best balance.
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“one of our main goals was to 
keep the camera as active as 
possible. We knew we were going 
to add stuff around the talent, 
but because of the compressed 
schedule we were still designing 
well into the shoot. So we shot 
base plates that were as fun 
and exciting as the CG we were 
hoping to add after the fact. 
tracking became the biggest 
hurdle. Working closely with our 
CG supervisor, we did everything 
we could to make that process 
as efficient as possible. Luckily, 
with the Spheron camera we were 
using for our light maps, we were 
also able to extract very accurate 
set measurements so everything 
pretty much snapped into place on 
the post end.”

For Brand new School
directors: rob Feng,  
Ludovic Schorno
dop: Jeff Cronenweth
editor: erik barnes
CG super: Stephen Sloan
3d: John Sadler, robin Kim,  
Vinh Chung, Max Keane,  
Mike Fisher, andrew Soria
Flame: philip ineno
Compositors: Mark Kim, Kyu Kim
rotoscoping: Stephanie tucker, 
tiffany Germann
designers: brian Gossett,  
eli Carrico, rob bisi, Mark Kim, 
andy bernet
Live action producer:  
annie Johnson
post producer: darren Jaffe

Toolkit
after effects, photoshop, 
illustrator, Maya, Flame



SEAT “DIESEl MOlECUlES”
TVC :30

Agency:
ATleTICo InTernATIonAl, 
BArCelonA   

director:
CHrIS delAPorTe 

Production:
MArKenFIlMS
wIzzdeSIgn

Animation:
wIzz
www.wizz.fr

after seeing Wizz director Chris 
Delaporte’s experimental CG film 
“puppet dream” in Stash 35, the 
atLetiCo international creative 
team of Jason bramley and Jonny 
biggins chose the young parisian 
to create this fluid world of diesel 
molecules for iberian auto maker 
Seat. A former graffiti artist, 
delaporte is also a painter and 
scriptwriter with one feature film 
(“Kaena: the prophecy” released 
in 2004) under his belt and a 
second in the writing phase.

For ATleTICo International  
Cds: Jason bramley,  
Jonny biggins  
producer:  
Christian Santiago Metrailler  
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For Markenfilms 
producer: nicolas Mirbach  
director: Chris delaporte

For wIzz
post-producer: Matthieu poirier 
Flame: Misha Shoz
animation/VFX: Guillaume Marcel, 
remi Kosira, Stéphane Soubiran

rendering: Laurent Guerin,  
ronan Lefur
Modeling: Mickael Gantois 
Music: raphaël ibanez de Garayo 

Toolkit
Maya, Flame, Combustion,  
after effects



DODGE “ROAD TRIP”
TVC :30

Agency:
BBdo, new yorK

director:
Xyz STudIoS

Production:
THe eBelIng grouP

Animation:
Xyz STudIoS
CHArleX
www.xyzstudios.com  
www.charlex.com 

originally designed as an in-house 
video to introduce the 2009 dodge 
Crossover to dealers, this clip 
graduated to broadcast with a 
smooth integration of disparate 
elements and by subtly highlighting 
the vehicles selling points while 
avoiding the usual hard-sell list 
of features. XYZ Studios director, 
tim Kentley recalls, “hands down 
the most challenging aspect was 
what the characters looked like 
and how to make them. We could 
shoot real talent and hand draw 
over top of them, but that is time 
prohibitive and would result in 
quite literal interpretation character 
designs.” the solution to that and 
other production quandries came 
with Melbourne-based Kentley 
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camped out at Charlex in nY 
working directly with the team 
of designers, animators, Flame, 
Smoke and CG artists. Most shots 
meld hand drawn illustration, full 
CG characters, the photo-real 3d 
vehicle and the live action interior 
of the car shot in hd with motion 
control.

For BBdo
CCos: david Lubars, bill bruce
Cds: James Clunie, Michael Folino
Sr producer: Kevin Wilson

For The ebeling group
eps: Mick ebeling, dex deboree
Sr producer: Sue Lee

For Charlex 
CG super: Gong Myung Lee
Vp sr producer: Steve Chiarello
Co-producer: Jennifer Scelia
Lead modeler: alex Cheparev
Lead character td:  
Stephen K. Mann
Lead animator: anthony tabtong
Lead lighting td: James Fisher
Modeler: hungkit Ma
Modeler/textures: han-Chin Lee
textures: Carlos Sandoval
Character td: andre Stuppert
Sr animator: John Wilson
Sr lighting td: Jeff Chavez
Lighting td: Quan tran,  
Keith McMenamy, John Volny,  
Luis Cantillo, John Cook, Will 
atkin, Cesar Kuriyama
Sr Flame: Jesse newman
Sr Smoke editor: rob aiello

For Xyz Studios
director: tim Kentley
illustrations: Celeste potter
Character modeler:  
Jaime Fernandez

Toolkit 
Maya, digital Fusion, pF track, 
Flame, Smoke, photoshop



lI-NING “NO ExCUSE SHAq”, 
“NO ExCUSE HAYES”, 
“DETERMINATION POwER”
TVCs x 3
Agency:
lEO BURNETT BJ

director: 
MoTIon logIX 

Animation/VFX: 
MoTIon logIX
www.motionlogix.com

a series of three spots for the 
Chinese market from beijing-
based Motion Logix for the 
country’s largest athletic footwear 
brand finds NBA stars and the 
argentine national basketball team 
blended with Chinese culture. 
todd Lu, senior producer at 
Motion Logix: “the main technical 
challenge was how to give the 
vines (in “determination power”) 
a satanic life. We had tried to 
use the mail script on Maya, but 
it made the vines too random to 
control. So finally we chose to 
use a combination of modeling, 
deformers and skeletons, which 
offered more flexibility to us, but 
cost a bit more time.”

For Motion logix
Sr producer: todd Lu 
rough-cut editor: todd Lu

Toolkit
Maya, Softimage, Flame, Flint
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VIgorSol  
“GlOBAl FREEzING”
TVC :40

Agency:
BBH london

director:
MATeuS de PAulA SAnToS

Production: 
THe eBelIng grouP

Animation:
loBo
www.lobo.cx

Lobo partner/creative director 
Mateus de paula Santos takes 
on the sequel to 2007’s infamous 
Vigorsol “the Legend” spot from 
ben dawkins and MpC (on Stash 
32). “this time the client wanted 
to center the action on a family 
of penguins, commenting on the 
dreadful effects of global warming. 
Last year’s film became very 
popular, so the main challenge 
was to make a new spot that was 
even funnier than its predecessor. 
We also wanted to improve 
on the original’s visual style, 
making it look more painterly and 
reminiscent of old scientific books 
for children. the trickiest part was 
to use 3d animation and make it 
look natural, organic, non-digital.” 
Schedule: two months.
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For BBH, london
Cd: nick Gill
Copy: Verity Fenner
producer: Michelle Kendrick

For The ebeling group
ep: Mick ebeling

For loBo
director: Mateus de paula Santos
ad: Claudia Southgate
eps: alex Webster, dex deboree 

Toolkit
Maya, photoshop, after effects, 
Color Finesse plug-in



“MAGIC INK”
Short film

Client:
JOHN BURGERMAN/IDN

director:
wyld STAllyonS

Animation:
wyld STAllyonS
www.wyldstallyons.com

acclaimed uK artist and illustrator 
Jon burgerman’s singular doodles 
come to life at the hands and 
keyboards of London design and 
production studio Wyld Stallyons. 
the strange little short, based on 
a poem by burgerman (with Vo 
supplied by Wyld Stallyon Mark 
Walker), will be included on the 
dVd accompanying the artist’s 
forthcoming book, pens are my 
Friends, due to be published by 
idn in September 2008.

For wyld Stallyons
Lead animator: Chris Sayer
animators: Jason arber,  
richard May
Music/sound: Jason arber
producer: natalie busuttil
ep: Jon burgerman
Written/drawn: John burgerman
Voice: Mark Walker

Toolkit
after effects, Cinema 4d
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MTV “BURMA VIRAl”
TVC/viral

Clients:
THe BurMA ArTS BoArd
MTV neTworKS

Agency:
ogIlVy & MATHer 

director:
Andre STrInger

Animation:
SHIlo 
www.shilo.tv

Carl Le blond, eCd at ogilvy 
& Mather amsterdam, had the 
script for this MtV sponsored 
pSa completed in 2007 but knew 
it “would have been prohibitively 
expensive to execute, just because 
of the scale implications involved.” 
after screening Shilo’s 2007 short 
film “The War” (Stash 40) he knew 
he’d found his answer. 

For Shilo, this project for 
the burma arts board 
(noneofusarefree.org) was a labor 
of immediate love. “We jumped at 
the chance,” says Shilo’s andre 
Stringer. “We immediately realized 
this could help make a difference 
for a nation of more than 55 million 
people being denied the rights we 
take for granted - and that it would 
be the most important piece of 
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work we’ve ever created. i think 
our first cut was only a few days 
after we spoke with Carl. When 
we started getting calls telling us it 
had moved some people to tears, 
we knew we were right on track.”

For The Burma Arts Board
Founder: Suki dusanj

For MTV Networks
director of social responsibility: 
John Jackson

For ogilvy & Mather
eCd: Carl Le blond
producer:  
brenda bentz van den berg

For Shilo
director: andre Stringer
eps: tracy Chandler,  
Mark hanrahan
Cd: andre Stringer
Lead artists: tamir Sapir, david hill
Matte painting: Mathieu reynault, 
Marco Giampaolo, Cassidy 
Gearhart, noah Conopask
3d animators: henning Koczy, 
richard Cayton, ohad bracha, 
bren Wilson, eugen Sasu,  
Kiel Figgens
3d: Christina Ku, richard Kim, 
Warren heimall, Craig Kohlemeyer, 
Scott denton
Compositors: david hill,  
tamir Sapir, Cassidy Gearhart, 
noah Conopask, Stieg retlin
Miniature designer: Willi patton
editor: nathan Caswell
Sound designer: dante nou
producer Lindsay bodanza
Coordinator: danielle Smith
audio: Good Sounds

Toolkit
Maya, Qube, mental ray, adobe 
photoshop, adobe after effects, 
Final Cut



“it’s human instinct to explore. 
historically, human exploration 
sought to conquer the physical 
world around us, by challenging 
the edge of a perceived flat world, 
taking flight and, eventually, slicing 
through the atmosphere into 
space. however, now we have the 
ability, with the help of photoshop, 
to create our own virtual worlds 
where exploration seems limitless, 
unbound by the laws of physics.

 
 
 
 

“the entire animation was done 
completely with photoshop and 
after effects (with a touch of 
illustrator for logo preparation). 
no third party plug-ins, programs, 
animation, videos were used, just 
the tools that ship standard with 
adobe software. all photos are 
original - taken with my nikon d80 
(organized in adobe photoshop 
Lightroom). the music is also 
original. audio mix and sound 
design by Lewie avramovich.”

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP “SEE wHAT’S POSSIBlE” CHAllENGE

FInAlIST
“SEE wHAT’S POSSIBlE”  
Hello lAVA

HonorABle MenTIon 
“SwP_NOwHERE” 
 nowHere-lAB.neT

Cut&paste and adobe dangled 
$20,000 and copies of adobe 
Creative Suite 3 Master 
Collection in front of the world’s 
graphic designers, web pros, 
photographers, animators, and 
motion graphics designers and 
asked them to “Compose an 
engaging animation or motion 
graphic video incorporating 
the photoshop brand logo that 
illustrates the theme of ‘See 
What’s possible’.” here are the 
winner and 10 more :15 gems.

Judges: Michael Cina 
(YouWorkForthem), nando Costa 
(nervo), Mick ebeling (the ebeling 
Group), José Gomez (Shilo), 
Kylie Matulick (psyop), Victor M. 
newman (Freestyle Collective), 
Jonathan notaro (brand new 
School), adina Sales (blacklist), 
alexei tylevich (Logan). 

For Cut&Paste 
www.cutandpaste.com
executive director: John Fiorelli
uS events director: Kelly nichols
Communications director:  
Jenn tsang
Creative manager:  
Guillo echevarria
td: noah norman 

www.hellolava.be

http://nowhere-lab.net/
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wInner
“ExPlORE”   
3 wAGONS DEEP  
www.3wagonsdeep.com



HonorABle MenTIon 
“PHOTOSHOP NINJA” 
FArAH SATTAr, PoornIMA 
BAlASuBrAMAnIAn

FInAlIST 
“THINKING MAGICAl” 
AnIMATórIo/VInICIuS CoSTA

HonorABle MenTIon 
“BEING CREATOR”  
duBu5

FInAlIST 
“THE AMAzING FACTORY” 
wonderMInT

HonorABle MenTIon 
“wITHIN wHAT’S POSSIBlE” 
ASSOCIATES OF BEJEC

FInAlIST 
“HAPPY PlACE”  
neTworK oSAKA

HonorABle MenTIon 
“INFINITE”  
AnTHeMIC

HonorABle MenTIon
“THE ExPERIMENT”  
THe ACTIon CATS

www.animatorio.com.br www.wondermint.tv www.networkosaka.com

www.anthemicdesign.comwww.jeremycox.comwww.dubu5.com



Inspiration. Just the way you want it.

MOTION GRAPHICS, 2-disk set
A sweeping treasury of 60 motion design 
projects guaranteed to inspire. Curator 
Justin Cone calls this collection “as close 
to definitive as I’ve ever seen”.

MUSIC VIDEOS, 2-disk set
Gorge yourself on this 2-hour feast of the 
most innovative music-driven projects 
the planet has ever witnessed.

BEST OF 2007, 2-disk set
The most inspired and spectacular 
commercials, music videos, virals, 
broadcast designs, game cinematics 
and short films of 2007.

COllECT All 3 NEw STASH COllECTIONS TODAY
Check www.stashmedia.tv for special pricing and local retailers


